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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this contract is to investigate, experimentally and 

theoretically, various interaction processes of phonons in solids with 

a view towards developing and improving methods of amplifying, gener¬ 

ating, frequency converting, and propagating microwave acoustic energy. 

One main approach is to study the parametric amplification and 

parametric frequency conversion of acoustic waves, especially the 

forward traveling wave interaction. These interactions are being 

studied in various materials. The use of paramagnetic ions in mag¬ 

nesium oxide has been investigated to maximize such effects. 

Another approach is to study the transfer of energy to the acoustic 

waves from electrons whose drift velocity is greater than the velocity 

of sound. This amplification process has previously been observed for 

piezoelectric materials, but had not been demonstrated for materials 

like germanium where the deformation potential is responsible for the 

electron - phonon interaction. A substantial acoustic gain at microwave 

frequencies has now been achieved in Ge. 

Microwave acoustic masers are also being studied as amplifiers. 

For reasons of basic scientific interest, signal velocity effects are 

being measured in such acoustic maser amplifiers. 

Various sound propagation effects are also under investigation, 

especially the attenuation of microwave phonons in germanium and 

other materials as a function of temperature. 



3. 

Heat pulses are being used to study energy propagation effects, 

attenuation, and scattering of cjua.si-thermal phonons in solids. 



abstract 

MMkMMléiMMMl'l 

4. 

Spin lattice relaxation to a phonon bottlenecked lattice has 

been observed in Fe2 and Ni doped MgO. The Ni spin 

system was studied extensively. Avalanche relaxation was 

observed for both the A M = 2 and A M = 1 transitions at 2°K 

with characteristic avalanche times of ~ 4 x 10 sec and 2 x 

10-6 sec respectively in material having a doping concentration 

of 8 x 101* cm3 . The expected line shape "inversion" has also 

2+ 18/3 
been observed. ForFe with a concentration of 2 x 10 /cm 

-8 
the calculated avalanche time constant is 4 x 10 sec. This 

time is short enough to allow avalanche formation in a small 

volume of crystal and phonons generated by an avalanche at one 

end of a 2. 5 cm long rod were detected at the other end. It was 

found that only a few phonons modes were excited, most of the 

modes remaining cold. The decay of the hot phonons then occurs 

primarily through spin scattering to the cold modes at the spin 

resonance frequency. 

Results of heat pulse measurements between 4 — 54 K 

are reported for sapphire and show that the propagation is 

ballistic below 18°K and diffusive above 40°K. In the inter¬ 

mediate range, the propagation is a superposition of the two. 

No second sound is observed throughout this temperature range. 



5. 

Microwave phonon echoes have been observed in AC and 

x-cut quartz crystals at 9. 2 GHz using thin film detectors. 

These detectors are similar to those used in heat pulse experi¬ 

ments and are capable of detecting incoherent phonons. Echoes 

have been observed with In-Sn films in the intermediate state 

(1. 4-3, 8°K) as well as pure In films in the normal state, up 

to - 12°K. Throughout this temperature range, modulation 

effects in the echo pattern, similar to those observed in super¬ 

conducting tunneling experiments, were also observed. The 

attenuation of the echo pattern appears to be consideiably larger 

than expected from existing attenuation data and the Pippard 

theory of phonon attenuation in metals. 

The remainder of this Final Report is a summary of all the 

work pursued under the contract. 
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I. Spin Lattice Relaxation and Gant rat ion oí PlioiMm %w*lan«Ht# 

in S--1 Systems 

I Introduction 

The effect of a phonon bottleneck on apin lattice r * lama lio» 

» 

was first considered by Van Vleck in 1<MI. Sine* then con- 

siderable theoretical and experimental lnv«atl|atiotia ha^t 

been undertaken? Until 1965 ail of the experimental evidence 

for the presence of a bottleneck was baaed en obaervatloma ol 

size and concentration dependent relaxation time«, either in em 

experiments or in measurements of the decay of the mafnetlna« 

tion following a saturating microwave signal. More recently an 

observation of spin lattice relaxation by phonon avalanche from 

an inverted population has been reported in tLa, Ce)^ 

by Brya and Wagner, 3’ 4 Similar observationa have been made by 

us in NiZ+ : MgO , and indirect evidence for avalanche relaxation 

was obtained in very dilute concentrations of Fe In MgO. 

Our experiments were performed at - 2 K and were similar 

to those of Brya and Wagner. Adiabatic rapid passage was used 

to invert the spin populations and the transitiona were then 

observed, as a function of time after the pasaage was completed, 

by means of a low amplitude probing signal. In our experiments 

both electromagnetic and ultrasonic probes were used, lhe 

ultrasonic probe has the advantage of not requiring doubly reso¬ 

nant cavity structures and thereby allowing a wide range of 

probing frequencies. (Measurements were made at both X and 



Ku bands. ) Details of the experimental apparatus and technique 

. k 
have been reported previously, 

24. 2+ 
The S = 1 ions, Ni and Fe , have the disadvantage, 

compared with the S' = i/2 ion. Ce, that because relaxation 

occurs in both AM = 1 and AM = 2 transitions, there is an 

added complexity in analyzing the results. However, in MgO, 

because of the random distribution of local crystal fields, there 

is a distribution of zero field splittings and this allows the use 

of sequential inversion of the spin packets making up the in- 

homogeneously broadened A M = 1 resonances. This results 

in some parts of the line being inverted with ~ twice their 

equilibrium population differences. By stopping the passage 

before completely traversing the line it was also possible to 

invert some of the AM = 1 transitions while maintaining the 

AM = 2 transition uninverted. The use of S = 1 ions also 

allowed observation of the phonon-photon AM = 2 transition which, 

in the Fe^+ system, was the only observable inverted transition. 

In samples with Ni concentrations of about 10 /cm our 

results were very similar to those of Brya and Wagner on Ce with 

about the same concentration. This is to be expected since in 

the presence of a strong bottleneck the only important parameters 

governing the avalanche formation at a given temperature are 



P"' 

9, 

the concentration and the intrinsic direct process relaxation 

-2 
time, At 2°K, Tj for both ions is of order 10 sec. 

In the case of Fe2+ however, only indirect evidence for 

avalanche relaxation was obtained. Following rapid passage no 

net inversion was observed, the transitions were saturated, except 

under the condition necessary for observation of photon-phonon 

double quantum emU.lon ;5’ 6 i. e. . the RF pul.e u.ed in the 

passage was left on after completion of the sweep for a Ume 

long enough for the probing ultrasonic signal to traverse the 

crystal. Even under this condition, however, the observed 

ultrasonic gain was smaller than expected from a fully inverted 

system by up to two orders of magnitude. It was also observed 

that the gain was independent of concentration over the range 

1016 - 1018/cm3. While the effect of the strong RF field on tne 

relaxation behavior is not yet understood, it will be shown 

below that these observations are consistent with the presence 

• 4 
of avalanche relaxation of a spin system with ~ 10 sec 

appropriate to Fe2+ in MgO. Furthermore while as stated 

above, the avalanche of the spin system could not be observed, 

we have recently succeeded in detecting the phonons generated 

by this avalanche. These observations will be discussed in Sec. IV. 

II Theory of Avalanche Relaxation 

The rate equations for a two level spin system interacting 



to. 

with the lattice phonons are, 

dPr.ii£l = .Cdu' SW (w')? x(w') [n(w,)[2pKK(w')+M - 
dt J K V. K 

n (u) f2p (w1) + ill 
O t< A. 

(1) 

Zp .(oj') 
K \ 

n dP^M = i *Z±à 
dt ~ 2 dt 

Z PkX M [pK x(w)- POK x(w)l 

(2) 

where! n (w) = (N^ N2)h(w) is the population difference per 

unit frequency per cm3 in an inhomogeneously broadened line 

with normalized line shape h(w) ; ^ and N¿ are the populations 

of the lower and upper levels respectively : p^u) is the mean 

occupation number of the phonon mode with propagation vector 

T and polarization \ \ P^M is the density of modes per unit 

frequency of type ¡T T at u. The subscript, o, refers to equi¬ 

librium values, and Tp is the time constant for decay of the 

phonons to the bath, which includes all phonons not interacting 

with the spin system. WkX is the transition rate per phonon/cm . 

. rZ ÎTU VJ » 

W>') = -8<w,-w) 

where gtoj’-oü) i» the normalized homogeneous line shape 

G is a spin phonon coupling constant which, in 
kX peaked at u. 



general, is a function of the angle between the magnetic field. 

H, and k, v is the velocity of the k X mode and p is 

the crystal density. Under the assumption that g (u) is much 

sharper than any of the other frequency functions we have, 

f dw' wkX(w') 

and 
IT OJ G 

L 
K X 

kX 

di p V 
K X 

PkX(“)[2pokX(“1+I! 

ituiG 
- ~ Pi<x(4 n(u)pKX(u) 

fipVKX 

t 

is the intrinsic relaxation rate in the absence of bottleneck 

effects. 

We now write for the total number of phonons per unit 

frequency at u, 

P1“* = Ä PkX(“> PkX*"1 

and let b(w) = £ p .(w), 
kX KX 

We also make the approximation 

— 2 itoj G . 

2 PKX(w) 
itoj<G> K'fipv. . 

A - _ = - _ = . 1 

dip <v2 > Z p iu) (2p + b ) T 
k X 1 ro ' 1 

’K 

since p k x(u) is independent of k , X . 
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Then Eq'g. (1) and (2) become, 

= ~A fn(2p+b) - no(2po+b)] , 

d£ _ ^ dg ^ Po 
dt 2 dt T 

P 

il') 

(2-) 

where we have omitted the arguments, (u). 

be solved analytically under the condition, 

The equations may 

P-P0 
» . 

dn 
dt 

which will be seen to apply in most of the cases of interest here. 

The solutions are 

•¿(n-n.) 
J. 
2 

1 - expß A t 
a - ß 

(3) 

n^(w) is the initial population difference at t = 0 following 

rapid passage and 

a = ( 2p + b) + n. , 
o i 

ß = inf - 2n. (2p +b) + 4n (2p + b) + (2p + b)^J r j i *o o ro ro 

When the inversion level is sufficiently strong and the tempera¬ 

ture low enough so that |n. | » p , b we have, 
i o 

a- ß 

a+ß 

ß 

2n - n 
(2p +b)(l - -1 ), 

ro ni 

2n , 
(2n -n )(2p +b) 

r . . O 1 O i f 1 +--- ] 
n 

i 



Writing n «'-0n , where 0' is the inversion ratio. 
o 

{4) 

p * p 4 On 
r 1 O O' 

where! T* -(0 A)** M( 2po ♦ M/OnJ T t « Tl . 

and B « 02n /(1+ 0)(2p 4 b) - (0/1 + 0)(7 /T). (7) 
o o * 

7 
T is equivalent to the constant defined by Scott and Jeffries. 

In Fig, 1 we have graphed Eq.(4) for 0 » 1. Experimental 

curves of this type, which clearly show the pedestal, during 

which the population remains almost constant, followed by the 

relaxation avalanche, have been published by Brya and Wagner. 

As a measure of the length of the pedestal we may take the time 

t* at which the derivative of n or p reaches its maximum, 

t' * 7 log B, 
IS 

Since B may be very large, of order 10*- 10 , the dominant 

variation of f with 0 is as 0"\ This behavior also appears 

In the data of Ref. 3. 

m Experimental Measurements on the Spin Systems 

la treating tirs S ■ I system* the rate equations (I) and (2) 

are, of course, incorrect. However, as pointed out earlier, 
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by use of incomplete sequential passage (see Quarterly Report No. 6) 

it was possible to invert some of the A M = 1 transitions while 

leaving the complementary ones, and the A M = 2 transitions, normal. 

Under this condition, the inverted transitions will avalanche in times 

short compared with the normal decay of the others and the 

inverted transitions may then be treated as an isolated S' = l/2 

system. 

Under other conditions of passage some of the A M = 1 

transitions are inverted to twice their equilibrium populations, 

while the complementary ones remain normal and the AM = 2 

transition is inverted to half its equilibrium population. Because 

of frequency factors the A M == 2 transition then avalanches much 

faster than AM = 1. The two transitions behave as almost 

isolated S' = 1/2 systems. The former starts with an initial 

population, -no, and avalanches to saturation, leaving the latter 

with an effective initial population, -3/2 n^ (nQ is here the 

equilibrium AM = 1 value.) An experimental curve exhibiting 

this behavior is shown in Fig. 2. The data were taken on an 

18, 3 ...2+. o 
MgO sample containing approximately 8 x 10 /cm Ni ion , 

and having a line width of - 100 oe. At 2°^^) = 6 x 108/cm3/Hz. 

Under the assumption that all transverse modes have the velocity 

of the transverse mode propagating on the < 100 > axis, 
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V = 6. 68 X 105 cm/sec, and the analogous assumption for 
t 

5 , 
longitudinal modes, v = 9. 25 x 10 cm/sec, we find at 

<4 /2tt = 9.0 GHz and 2 K, 

J» • 

Z p x (2p . + 1) = (2p + b). « 1. 3 x 10 /cm /Hz, 
K\ K X ok\ o 1 

while for the modes interacting with AM = 2 at 18 GHz, 

(2p +b), = 2.6 x 104/cnn3/Hz. 
o 2 

The calculated relaxation times are 0. 13/sec and . 01/sec for 

AM = 1 and AM= 2 respectively. Thus, using the initial 

conditions given above we find 

Ti = 1.9 x 10"6 sec, B1 = 2.9xl04 

T = 4. 3 x IO'7 sec, B = 1. I x 104 
U Cê 

and 

-5 
t'^ = 2 x 10 sec 

-6 
t' = 4 x 10 sec 

C» 

The measured values from Fig. 2 are about a factor 2 larger, 

which probably reflects the inaccuracy in the computed values 

of Tr 

When, as noted above, various parts of the inhomogeneously 

broadened line have different levels of inversion, we may consider 



it, 

tb. 

0 to be a function of the magnetic field at which observations 

are made at the probing frequency, i. e. (3*0 (H). Then both 

T and B (and therefore t'J will exhibit this dependence. Since 

t* Is roughly inversely proportional to 0(H) the line shape will 

appear lo invert during the relaxation proce**. This is demon- 

¿4 
■tratad In Fig. ï which shows a Ml line shape observed at 

•everal times following paaatg«» uaing an ultrasonic probing 

signal and •«rnpling technique*., (The value of » (w) was some¬ 

what larger for thi* •ample than for that; of fig, 2.) The line 

was only partially «wept during the passage and many passage« 

were mad* while the D. C. field was slowly varied. Thus each 

point on the abaci*** rapreaenta a different experiment, Becavaa 

an ultraaoaitc prob* waa uaed the ordinal*» are propt>rt;lonal to 

exp (y 0 (H) n(t)). where y I« a con étant. At time t • 0. in Fig. J, 

the A 14 ■ 2 avalanche ha* already occurred for Ihoe* porta of the 

line (or which 11 le applicable, The large peak thua repreeente 

an Inver »Ion level 0 * 1/2,, while the am*,!,1er peak correeponda 

to Oil. The varietion of I» with (0(11) I*1, leading to an 

apparent seif»rev#real la «!*•*, 

We now 'turn our attention tolhe re le «a ti on of f* „ Aa 

noted previously, following rapid peaeage no Inveralon we* 

measured In any of our •»mple* except »rider the eendllione 

■ 



necessary for phonon-photon double quantum amplification, and 

then the observed gain was almost constant among crystals 

, r- 2+ containing varying concentrations of Fe 

18 3 
The highest concentration sample contained 2 x 10 /cm 

74* 

Fe ions, and for the AM= 1 transitions we find, with (T* 1, 

T s 4 x 10‘8, B « 1. 2 x 103 

giving, 

t' * 2.8 x IO'7 sec. 

I f> / 3 
In our most dilute sample the concentration was - 5 x 10 /cm . 

-5 
The calculated t' is thus - 10 sec. 

_ 
Our measurement» of the ultrasonic gain in Fe 

double quantum transit!on» Indicate that the effective values of 

V must be a factor - 10 smaller than calculated above. Such 

fa et avalanche relaxation also explain* the observation, men¬ 

tioned earlier, that the obeerved gain was almost independent 

of concentrations, If f Is shorter than the propagation time of 

the ultrasonic puls# through the crystal (- f*1* 

gain constant (which Is proportional to »( III I* proportional to 

the product, n t1, which it only logarithmically dependent on t*^, 

A poesi'ble ewpianation for the discrepancy 'between theory 

and eeperlment ie ae follows Brf and Wagner have pointed 

out that an avalanche ta Inhibited during tha eweep beceuaa the 



resonance line is not allowed to dwell at any one frequency 

long enough. However, this effect will only take place for 

inhomogeneously broadened lines if the line width is narrow 

compared with the extent of the sweep and the time during which 

the line is swept is small compared with t'. This is the case for 

2+ 
the Ni which is about 35-100 gauss wide (varying among 

different crystals) and has t' - 10 ^ as compared with the 

sweep which goes through - 1000 gauss in 2, 5psec. However, 
2+ 

in the case of Fe , the line is of order 400 gauss wide (peak- 

peak derivative). There are always phonons generated initially 

from ¿pin packets which are inverted at the start of the sweep. 

These phonons come into resonance with spin packet* which are 

inverted later on; therefore the»« »pins see higher than equl- 

librium phonon populations. The »pin system * will thus avalanche 

faster than predicted by the above calculations and the relaxation 

proee** will begin earlier, (Actually our solution», Etj'a, (4J and 

H) may no longer be valid becauae of the ••«umpfitm that n ! » p 

IV Ot»*»rvation of fh* PImiimm»» 

ln tki» »ectio« w« dlscti«« tha detection of ptMMMMf generaled 

in paraittagnetlc «pin latfk* cel»*!» til on Th# phon#«« s»«r* 

|¡f 
||j^ ^ ^ ^ (f !(Ä ted «I on# end of m IV 1 diotM'il MgC) rod (d, S cm 

dianteier, 1., 4 cm Iona) Mtowteg adlatMitlc rapid patiage 
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inversion and the consequent avalanche relaxation to a 

bottlenecked lattice. They were observed at the other 

end of the rod by the phonon-photon double quantum 

8 
detection technique. Several unsuccessful attempts utilizing 

a similar geometry, but saturating rather than inverting the 

spins at the generator end of the rod, have been reported in the 

literature.^’ The phonon flux density in the avalanche is 

several orders of magnitude greater than can be obuined by 

saturation, and in the present experiments, also, no phonon» 

were detected when only a saturating microwave pulse was 

applied ; it was always necessary to have both the microwave 

pulse and the field sweep simultaneously present, thereby 

producing population inversion. 

.Measurements were made on several crystals. 0. 1 cm 

diameter by 2,5-3 cm long, oriented with the rod axis parallel 

to the <100> crystallographic direction, and containing 

concentrations of about 100 ppm. .In soma experiment» two 

short rod» were bonded together with CE703I re »in so as to 

obtain the required overall length, The experiments wem con¬ 

ducted at »,9'k with the cry»ta!» immer»ed In the liquid He 

bath. Similar results were obtained on all runs. A» « check to 
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be sure that the observed effect was not due to spin saturation 

at the detector by electromagnetic leakage, one run was made 

using a doped crystal and an undoped crystal bonded together, 

with the latter in the generator cavity. No detector pulse was 

obtained. 

The length of crystal over which the spins were inverted 

is determined by the microwave field configuration and is thus 

not sharply defined. However, it was estimated to be about 1 cm, 

and the distance from the end of the inversion region to the 

detector cavity was also about 1 cm. The double quantum 

detection method has the disadvantage that its output at a given 

time is proportional to the phonon density integrated over the 

portion of the crystal ( > 0. 5 cm) within the detector cavity. 

Its effective response time was therefore too slow to provide 

detailed information on the risetime of the phonon pulse. How¬ 

ever, the method was chosen over other possibilities, such as 

12 13 
thin film bolometers or Josephson junctions, because of its 

frequency selectivity and its sensitivity to phonon polarization. 

The latter could be adjusted by changing the direction of the 

external magnetic field with respect to the propagation direction. 

2+ 
The inhomogeneously broadened Fe resonance is about 

400 oe wide and therefore, following rapid passage there is a 

broad spectrum of inverted spin packets. However, by partially 
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passaging the line, sweeping down from high field and terminating 

at the D. C. field, H^, only spin packets at frequencies lower 

than or equal to that of the microwave pulse were inverted. Then 

2+ 
since the Fe double quantum line shape falls off sharply on 

the low frequency side, it was possible to set an upper limit of 

about 10 MHz on the width of the phonon modes. Unfortunately, 

the accuracy of this result is not sufficiently great to provide a 

2 
check on the theoretical prediction that the mode width should 

not be larger than the homogeneous spin packet width, estimated 

to be 2 MHz in our crystals. 

A typical detected phonon pulse is shown in Fig. 4. The 

pump frequency was 8.790 GHz and the detector CW microwave 

frequency, 9.085 GHz. The detailed shape of the rise is washed 

out by the detection integration time. However, a delayed 

onset time, following inversion, and a linear rise over the 

first 2 or 3 microseconds indicate that the initial part of the 

pulse arrives by rectilinear propagation. Most of the energy, 

however, arrives by diffusion and a rough comparison with 

the solution of the diffusion equation for our geometry indicates 

a mean free path of about 1/2 cm, in approximate agreement 

with the value, 0. 3 cm, expected on the basis of boundary 

14 
scattering on the cylindrical surface. 

In Fig. 5 we have plotted measured pulse amplitudes as a 

.—. 



function of the angle 0 between Hq and the rod axis < 100 >. 

Also shown are theoretical detection sensitivity curves for 

longitudinal waves, and transverse waves polarized in and 

perpendicular to the plane of rotation of Ho> all propagating 

on <100>. It is clear that in all of the experiments transverse 

waves predominated. The differences among various runs may 

be due to such factors as the presence of bonds in some cases. 

The angular distribution was also observed to fall off more 

sharply from the 6=0° value when the pump pulse was left on 

after termination of the sweep. This result is not unexpected 

since the spin-phonon transition probabilities are altered in the 

presence of a strong RF field and will, therefore, depend on 

the angular variations of the effective perpendicular component 

of that field. The preponderance of transverse waves is expected 

since a factor v”5 (where v is the phonon velocity) appears in 

the expression for the spin relaxation transition probability which 

is thus larger for transverse than longitudinal modes. As is the 

case in laser oscillators, small differences in the gain constant 

among different modes can lead to complete dominance of a few 

modes in the avalanche. The relative amplitudes of the modes 

constituting the phonon pulse is thus not the same as the relative 

relaxation rates and, contrary to the usual theoretical formulations 



of the phonon bottleneck problem (e. g. Sec, II) most of the modes 

will not be heated. 

The decay of the pulses in Fig. 4 is interpreted as follows. 

Because the length of the absorbing region is equal to or greater 

than the emission length, the generated phonons will be almost 

completely absorbed after a few passes through the crystal, 

resulting in partial saturation of the spin transitions at the 

phonon frequency. This produces an increased absorption signal 

(in addition to the true double quantum signal) at the detector 

Q 

frequency. The absorbed energy is then transferred to the 

cold phonon modes via spin lattice relaxation with a time con¬ 

stant approximately equal to the equilibrium temperature 

relaxation rate. This results in the observed nearly exponential 

decay of the detector output signal. The measured time constant 

is 420 microseconds, in close agreement with the spin lattice 

15 relaxation time measurements of Castle and Feldman. It 

may be noted that even if the excess generated phonon population 

were larger than the number of absorbing spins, the principal 

heat loss mechanism from the hot modes (after saturation of 

the spins) would still be transfer to the cold modes via spin 

scattering at the spin relaxation rate. This is considerably 

shorter than the rate for transfer via phonon-phonon scattering 
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as e 
stimated fron, microwave ultrasonic attenuation measure- 

16 

for undertaking this investigation was 

ments. 

The original reason 
2+ 

.he observation, previousiy reported, that inversion of Fe 

spins after rapid passage was not direetiy observable ; and that 

this result was probably due to an extremely fast avalanche 

relaxation to saturation. 6 with a time constant, 4 x 10 8 sec 

and a delay time (pedestal length, 3 x .O'7 sec. 15 The present 

observation, support this conclusion. Indeed, if the avalanche 

could no. occur in a time short compared with the propagation 

time through the emission volume into the absorbing region, 

there would be no avalanche formation at all. 
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Figure 1 Theoretical avalanche relaxation curves, plotted as a function of 
t/OT, for T1/GT= 5 X 104. 

. 
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Figure 2 Experimental relaxation curve showing both AM = 2 and AM = 1 
avalanche*. Tíme scale 20 ^sec/cm (r. f. probe). 



Figure 3 Ni + line shape for several delay times (in ¿¿sec) after incomplete rapid 
passage, obtained by sampling techniques as explained in text. The 
normal absorption line, as well as a zero-signal baseline, is also shown 

on each picture (ultrasonic probe). 



Figure 4 
Oscilloscope photographs of detected phonon pulses. Lower photot 

10 (Asec/cm. Upper photo: 100 ¿isec/cm. 



Figure 5 Relative measured intensities (points) for several runs, and theoretical 
detector sensitivities (curves) for waves propagating on <100 . l, 
longitudinal polarization, Tv, transverse polarization normal to plane 
of rotation of magnet, and TH, transverse polarization in the rotation 
plane, plotted as a function of 0, the angle between the magnetic 
field and propagation vectors. Experimental points normalized at 
0 = 0°. Points labelled by squares were taken under condition of 
relaxation in the presence of the strong microwave pulse. 
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II THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HEAT PULSE 

PROPAGATION IN SAPPHIRE 

Data has been reported earlier on the propagation of heat 

o o 1 
pulses in quartz and sapphire at 3. 8 and ~ 8. 5 K. Other 

reports have since appeared on the propagation of heat pulses 

2- 5 
in sapphire and other solids. Such experiments furnish 

information on the energy velocity of phonons as well as on 

various phonon defect scattering processes. The effects of 

phonon-phonon scattering events on the shape of the heat pulse 

can also be investigated when such experiments are carried out 

, f 
at higher temperatures. A wavelike propagation of heat pulses 

(second sound) may result from a high rate of normal process 

events compared to all other scattering events. Additional 

references on the dynamic heat flow in crystals appear in a 

7 
recent paper by Chester. 

We have extended our earlier work on single crystal z-cut 

sapphire to obtain heat pulse data as a continuous function of 

temperature up to 54°K. This is well above the temperature 
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( ~ 30 K) of the thermal conductivity maximum, the tempera¬ 

ture near which a maximum number of N-proceas compared to 

U-process collisions should occur and therefore near which 

second sound is most likely to occur. 

The findings of the present experiment are (1) the observed 

onset time of the arriving heat pulses for the longitudinal phonons 

is essentially constant for the temperature range 4-40°K and for 

the transverse phonons this time is almost constant, increasing 

by only - 5% over this temperature range ; (2) as the temperature 

increases the amplitude of the sharp transverse pulse relative to 

the longitudinal pulse decreases ; also by 18°K appreciable 

phonon-phonon scattering is present which gives rise to an 

additional diffuse maximum at times substantially later than 

either the acoustic energy transport time or that expected for 

second sound ; (3) from 40 K-54 K, no observable heat arrives 

at the acoustic velocity, but the heat arrives instead by diffusion 

at a very much later time in agreement with thermal conductivity 

results. 

As before, a heat pulse was generated on one face of a z-cut 

sapphire crystal and detected on the opposite face. Light from 

a giant pulse ruby laser (half power width - 40 nsec) was absorbed 

in an evaporated alloy film (In^ ^ Sn^ ^.With masks to define 
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the light beam, 0,4" and 0, 1" diameter heat sources were 

available. The detector was an evaporated thin film of pure 

indium. It consisted of closely spaced 2 mil lines ~ 2000 J? 

thick in a zigzag array covering . 060" x .090". This film was 

used as a bolometer with ~ 20 ma bias current. The voltage 

change was proportional to incident heat pulse power. The 

small heat capacity of the detector provided a fast thermal 

9 10 response. ’ The sapphire crystals were supplied by the 

Valpey Crystal Co. with 1.00 and 0. 50 cm lengths and 0. 59 cm 

diameter. 

The shapes of the received pulses at various temperatures 

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the l/2 cm crystal and the 0. 4" 

heat source. The first pulse is caused by stray laser light 

reaching the detector directly. Its decay indicates that the 

response speed of the overall system is limited mainly by the 

electrical circuits to - 25 nsec. The velocities corresponding 

to the onset times of the transverse and longitudinal pulses are 

listed in Table I and are quite independent of temperature. These 

values are in good agreement with the energy velocities calculated 

from the phase velocities with the aid of calculations by Farnell. 

The observed rise time of ~ 0. 2psec of the modes can be 

accounted for by the finite size of the heater and detector. At 

.. 
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the lowest temperatures, the detector response does not return 

to zero after the sharp pulses have passed as was reported 

1 
previously. This is a consequence of the high power input 

used and has been observed previously, but no detailed explana¬ 

tion can be given. 

The observed decrease in the ratio of the unscattered trans¬ 

verse to longitudinal heat pulse amplitude with increasing temp¬ 

erature is consistent with the larger increase of the shear wave 

attenuation with temperature than the longitudinal attenuation as 

observed with 1 KMc ultrasonic waves. 12 The absolute peak 

heights are affected by the change in detector sensitivity with 

9, 10 
temperature, but clearly less heat must arrive in the sharp 

pulses above 18°K since appreciable heat is scattered from the 

direct beam and arrives at a later time. The unexpected feature 

is that the sharp pulses are not continuously broadened and do 

not shift appreciably to later arrival times. Instead, the diffuse 

maximum due to scattered phonons appears at a considerably 

later time and gradually increases in height and in arrival time 

in the temperature range - 18° 40°K. Little, if any, additional 

heat flow is found in the region between the sharp maxima and 

the broad maximum. The structure of the broad maximum at 

38°K is shown in Fig. 2. 

mm . 
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Above 40°K the unscattered modes were essentially absent, 

leaving only heat transport by diffusion. A thermal conductivity 

mean free path can be calculated (Table II) from the heat pulse 

13 
data by using the special one dimensional solution for a 6 

function heat flux excitation at x = 0. 

AT 2 
AT oc - e"X /4Kt. (1) 

n/T 

Here k is the diffusivity of the sapphire and AT the temp¬ 

erature above ambient at a distance x from the excitation. 

Although Eq. (1) is not expected to hold exactly for a sample of 

finite length, it should be obeyed reasonably well especially for 

the initial stages of the diffusion pulse. A comparison of phonon 

mean free paths from heat pulse data using Eq. ( 1) evaluated at 

AT/ATq = . 25 and those calculated from thermal conductivity 

(I = 3K/Cv) data8 are in quite good agreement. (Here A T^ is the 

maximum temperature reached by the detector.) 

It might also be mentioned that for high input pov/ers at the 

lowest temperatures an additional heat pulse arrival time is 

observed which corresponds to an echo at three times the onset 

time of the unscattered transverse mode. This pulse was only 

observable near 4. 2°K. The disappearance of this echo at 

higher temperatures is related to the increase in the observed 

attenuation of the transverse mode already discussed. 



Thus, the effects observed in the study of heat pulse pro¬ 

pagation in sapphire at both the higher and the lower tempera¬ 

tures are as expected from the theory of diffusive and ballistic 

heat flow respectively. At the intermediate temperatures 

between 18°— 40°K, the persistence of the sharp unshifted 

pulses while the heat flow is becoming mainly diffusive is rather 

unexpected since one might have expected a gradual broadening 

and shift of the sharp pulse into the more diffusive type of 

behavior. Instead, the sharp pulse persists even at tempera¬ 

tures where the bulk of the heat arrives considerably later due 

to diffusion. This may be related to a rather abrupt and unex¬ 

pected difference in behavior of the lower frequency and higher 

frequency phonons comprising the heat pulse. 

A possible explanation of these observations might be the 

following : The higher frequency phonons may suffer frequent 

large angle scattering processes (probably predominantly U- 

processes and perhaps some point defect scattering) and thus 

contribute to the broad maximum. The low frequency phonons 

may either be unscattered or suffer only small angle N-process 

collisions. These would directly interfere only slightly with the 

thermal current and heat pulse shape. The intermediate fre¬ 

quency phonons must then either he too few in number or their 
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rate of large angle N-process collisions must be too low to produce 

a significant contribution to the heat flow at the velocity corresponding 

to that expected for "second sound". It has recently been suggested 

that the N-process events may be predominantly small angle 

collisions. 14, 15’ 16 For such normal process collisions, second 

sound cannot be expected to occur, and, in fact, no indication of 

second sound or even of an approach to second sound is seen in 

the data. 

The data for both the 0. 4" diameter and the 0. 1" diameter 

heat source show no essential difference. The larger heat source 

would be the more likely one for which second sound might be 

observed. The ratios of input pulse width to transit times in the 

1/2 cm crystal were ~ 0. 1 and 0.05 for the longitudinal and trans¬ 

verse pulses respectively. Thus most of the external conditions for 

this experiment were rather similar to those employed in the recent 

experiment on solid helium for which the observation of second 

sound has been reported. 4 Even though there is not necessarily a 

direct conflict between these two results (since the role of phonon 

collisions may be quite different in the two materials), it would be 

of considerable interest to extend the solid helium results to lower 

temperatures to investigate the transition from the reported behavior 

to the expected ballistic flow at the ordinary sound velocity. 

This work was done in collaboration with A. H. Nethercot. 
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T = 6° K 

T = I8°K 

T*23°K 

T*38°K 

0.5/tsec/cm 

Figure 1 Observed heaf pulses (upper trace) after propagating through a 
1/2 cm sapphire crystal at four different temperatures. The 
initial pulse is due to laser light falling directly on the detector; 
the second and third pulses represent heat arriving with the 
longitudinal and transverse phonon velocities. The lower trace 
in these figures is the direct response of a phototube to the 
laser light. The time scale Is 0.5psec/cm (major division). 
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5/1 sec/cm 

Figure 2 The heat pulse observed at 38°K, Indicating a broad temperature 
maximum characteristic of heat flow by diffusion. 
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Ill DETECTION OF ULTRASOUND USING THIN FILM 
BOLOMETERS 

A number of experiments have been performed at 9. 2 GHz 

on AC and x-cut quartz crystals using In-Sn thin film detectors. 

The p-wave detection scheme is similar to the method used 

in the detection of heat pulses except that here a narrow band 

of frequencies impinges on the bolometer. The advantage of 

this type of detection over the standard p-wave ultrasonic 

detection is that parallelism of the end faces of the crystals 

should not be important if the detector responds only by a 

change in its resistance due to heating. For such situations 

the phase of the incident p-wave phonons becomes unimportant. 

"Beating" effects observed in ultrasonic echo patterns would 

also not be expected. Therefore, such a detector should be 

capable of detecting incoherent p-wave phonons. 

The preliminary experiments to be reported were carried 

out at temperatures in the range 1.8-3. 8°K (a magnetic field 

was used below 3. 8°K) using In-Sn films of thickness - ¿000 X 

evaporated onto one end of AC and x-cut single crystal quartz 

rods. The films covered - 10% of the end face area. Experi¬ 

ments were also made in the range 4. 2- 1 ¿°K using pure indium 

film detectors. However, above 4. 2°K, echoes were observable 

only in the AC cut quartz. The cavity, sample and detector 
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arrangement are shown in Fig. t. For temperatures below 4,2 K 

'Jie entire assembly was immersed in liquid helium. 

Some of the observed echo patterns using the bolometer 

are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison 'the p-wave phonon echoes 

detected by standard electromagnetic techniques are also shown. 

If L equals the crystal length (L * 1,¾ or 1.7% cm in these experi¬ 

ments) and V the phonon velocity, then the cho*s detected by the 

film occur at times equal to nL/v. where n equal* i, 1, % etc. 

Those detected electromagnetlcally occur at even Integer» (n* 0). 

The displacement In echo patterns by 1/v Is dot to the relative 

location of the two detector* (Fig, |), 

A number of feature* of the bolometer echoes are quite 

unexpected and not well understood. The most siriàlag of thee« 

is the rapid attenuation which greatly reduces the number of 

echoe» observed bolometrlcaliy compared to *i»et»'»m»||»iet!« 

detection. Furthermore the sHenuation «I »»ccetelve echoes 

I« not exponent;! t! ; a modulation effect ta ohaerved* 'Similar to 

tha t ob« e r v cd in phomo» a • ai ted tuma ling, • sipe r tme »* a, Thu*, 

for e «ample. It cao be oh aeread that lh# third et 1#*' ia actuallf 

larger than the ptectdlwg oo* In the lower ira«* of Fi*, lh, 

Tht» l* quite uMspected for a detector of incolwrent phonons,, 

The throrrtkai attenuatl« a In the melai fttm can Ire calcuialed 
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using the free electron model of Pippard. For our alloy films, 

if one assumes the electron mean free path, 1^, to be ~ 400$, 

for the phonon wavevector q *“ corresponding to 9. 2 KMc one obtains 

ql - 2 0. The transverse and longitudinal amplitude attenuation 
^ e 

for ql ~ 1 in the normal state of a metal are given approxi- 
e 

mately by 

a 
t 

1_ 

3tt 

Nm V u 
o 
2 

P « o s 

Nm V ai 

(la) 

in units of cm‘l. Here N is the number of free electrons/volume, 

m the electron mass, vq the Fermi velocity, u angular frequency 

of the u-wave, p the density of the metal and Uji the phonon 

velocity. For values of the phonon velocity in the [OOll direction 

which is very approximate for this experiment because the metal 

film is not single crystal, one obtains theoretical values of 

a * 600 cm"1 and a = 200 cm'1. For longitudinal phonons 
t * 

this is an order of magnitude smaller than the observed value of 

a - 4 X IQ3 cm'1 found by taking the slope of Fig. 3. No 

explanation can be given so far for this abnormally large 

attenuation. 

An attempt to measure the difference in attenuation between 
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s. superconductor and normal metal was made by covering the 

entire end face of a quartz crystal with ~ 2000-X In-Sn film. If 

the attenuation were really as large as the bolometer indicates 

a difference should be observed in the electromagnetically 

detected echoes in the normal and superconducting states. 

However at 1. 5°K no difference was observed. This indicates 

that the attenuation for such a thin film is very small in the 

normal state and even smaller in the superconducting state, 

so that no effect was observed. 

Other features of the data which are not well understood 

are the dependence of the height of bolometrically observed 

echoes on input p-wave power, and in certain cases the pulse 

shape of the individual echo. Figure 3 is a plot of successive 

echo amplitudes at different input powers for bolometer detection 

in AC cut quartz rod. A change in modulation pattern is apparent 

though an attenuation of s 1.4 DB can be measured between many 

successive echoes. 

Though the effects observed here are not well understood, 

it would appear from the similarity of the effects observed 

ir the intermediate and normal states of the metal, (Fig. 2a, b 

and Fig. 2c respectively) that the peculiarties cannot be ascribed 

to the superconducting properties Oi the metal. It is also evident 
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that this type of detection is not useful as an incoherent ^-wave 

phonon detector where absolute attenuation measurements are 

required. However the present type of investigation may lead 

to a new insight on the ultrasonic attenuation in metals. 
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MICROWAVE 

Figur« I Schematic view of the microwave cavity and quarti rod with an 
evaporated thin film detector on on# end of the rod. 



h H S^isec/cm 

K H \OfiMC 

I* Müfiwc 

Figurt 2 (a) fettem obtarvtd {lower troc«) by ait Irt-Sn d«t«ctor at' * 2, |®K front 

1.75 cm length x-cut quarts crystal. Soma evidence of transvaa« «mwltt 
Il alio present. The upper trace Is the detection of the «ante «eftae« by 
standard electromagnetic techniques, '(b) Echoes (lower troce) fraat AC 
quarts (1.5 cm length) at 2.9°K by bolometer detection (In*In) and 
(upper trace) electromagnetic detection, (c) Echoes (lower trace) 
observed In AC quarts (1.5 cm length) using pure In film detector at 
~ 9 K. The upper trace is the detection by standard electramcqpietk 
techniques. 
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Figur« 3 Typical «cha amplitud« abi«rv«d ta AC quart* by «warn of a thin film 
d«t«ctor for various (avals of Input mlcrowav* pow«r. 



SUMMARY OF WORK UNDER CONTRACT DA36-039AMC-0Z280(E) 

I, PHONON-PHONON INTERACTION 

To the extent that the interatomic forces in a crystal 

are harmonic, phonons are non-interacting modes of 

vibrations of the lattice. The anharmonic terms in the lattice 

potential lead to coupling of the phonons. We have studied 

phonon-phonon interactions in several ways; (a) the inter¬ 

action of three microwave phonons, which can result in 

phonon amplification, (b) interaction of ultrasonic phonons 

with thermal phonons, which leads to ultrasonic phonon 

attenuation, (c) interactions among several thermal phonons, 

observed in heat pulse propagation, (d) the transmission of 

heat from metal films to insulating substrate, (c) the 

occurence of displacive ferroelectricity and anti-ferroelectri- 

city. This work is summarised below, 

A. Interactions of Three Microwave Phonons 

Nonlinear interactions (three phonon processes! among 

collimearly propagating acoustic waves were extensively in* 

vestigatetT Parametric up-conversion and amplification aa 

well as second harmonic generation were all observed in 

M,0. In addition to studies of the dynamics of these processes, 

the third ord#ï elastic constants in a variety of materials 

were determined from quantitive measurements of the inter- 



action strengths. A means of introducing selective dispersion 

by the use of paramagnetic impurities was developed. The 

dispersion was used to suppress the generation of undesirable 

frequency components. Without it, parametric amplification 

would not have been possible. 

The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1. It 

consists of the usual re-entrant cavity with the addition of a 

rectangular cavity, positioned so that the bonded surfaces of 

the crystals lay in the maximum microwave electric field, 

with the MgO crystal extending through the back of the cavity. 

The x-cul quart* transducers were 1.75 cm long and \ mm 

in diameter. They were bonded to MgO crystals of the same 

diameter and “ 1 cm long with GE-7Ü31 resin* 

In the harmonic generation experiments, only the re¬ 

entrant cavity was used to generate a single input. For the 

experiments utilising two acoustic inputs the second was 

generated at the bonded surface of the quart». The efUeirnei#* 

of generation and detection lit the rectangular cavity were 

- g dH lower than in the re-antra«» cavity. However, this 

method of obtaining two acoualic ittpuis obviates the necaaai'ty 

llr two bond», the use of which ta particularly disadvantageous 
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at microwave frequencies. 

For the up-conversion case, i. e. , the generation of the 

sum frequency wave w * w +u from a low power signal at u s p 

a frequency wg and a strong pump at frequency w , the 

theoretically predicted decrease in the low power signal strain 

amplitude is. for small propagation distances, x. 

Here A Is a third order elastic constant, C,, Is a 
11 

pump strains, and v 'the velocity. An experimental result 

showing this behavior is given in Fig. i. 

For harmonic generation the theoretically predicted 

harmonic (e^| and fundamental strain amplitudes behave 

as follows: 

*' (x) » e. {0) tankt 0 x 
l l 

a fa) » * fo) etch |S* 

The theory predicts in the limit of «g Mil b«c«ml>»§ very 

large, all of the funda,mental It converted irreversibly to 

second harmonic. This result has been experimentally1 

confirmed out to power conversion as shown in Fig, I, 
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Figure 4 Signal amplitude measurements vs. pump amplitude, and theoretical 
curve, showing effect of pump energy depletion in a 2 cm crystal, 
a Is an adjusted proportionality constant. 



Table 1 

Crystal Axis 

MgO 100 

1 10 

111 

CaF 100 

no 

A i¿ 03 (a) 

(O 

a - Quartz (x) 

(z) 

A/C 

H. 7 t 0. 9 

!. S t 0.4 

0. 4 t (90%) 

6 ±(50%) 

10 ±(50%) 

< 1 

< 1 

< 0. 2 

5 4 (50%) 

B. 1) General Theory Ultrasonic Attenuation in Insulators 

The attenuation of an acoustic phonon by its interaction 

through the anharmonic lattice potential with thermal phonons 

depends on the width (inverse lifetime) r of the thermal 

-1 
phonon states when T 5 where ^ /2 * is the acoustic 

frequency. The well-known result for the region «li 

2 2 -1 
originally derived by Akhieser, is ^ (^) oc v Tc(T)r,j, (oi) 

for w - kT where V is Gruneisen's constant, c(T) is the lattice 

specific heat, rT(w) is the frequency-dependent width at temperature T, 
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and MW» have taken T leas than the Debye temperature It 

was shown by a Green's function method that the Akhieser 

result is valid only when the dominant scattering mechanism 

for thermal phonons gives rise to a weak frequency dependence 

hand, when the scattering mechanism gives rise to a strong 

frequency dependence of Fyit»)> i« e., point defect scattering, 

we found a result for the acoustic attenuation which differs from 

the Akhieser formula and which reflects the fact that the acoustic 

phonon now interacts most strongly with thermal phonons whose 

energy is considerably below kT. Also our theory provides a 

unified treatment for the entire range of values of the thermal- 

phonon lifetime. 

The general result for the attenuation of a transverse 

acoustic phonon for T below the Debye temperature 0D was 

found to be: 
oo 

\ 

. w (r+1) 
-1 k J ■f tan .— uWf 

r_ui X I*»" -f^r 
(i) 

where N(ui) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function at T, r 
2 

is the ratio v./V and fA J represents the appropriate 
It t, I, * 
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«vem««’ of the third order elaatlc conetante over the angle between 

• I 
acouetlc and thermal phonon. In the region ul 1"^, (kT) » I, 

Eql 1) reduce* to the Landa y-Rum er reault which 1« Independent of 

the thermal phonon lifetime. 

To examine the region * (kT) «1 , w® characterize 

an,arbitrary thermal phonon acattering mechanlam by it* 

frequency dependence. 

r^,Uá) = sT<é , 

where n is an integer. For three-phonon normal procesa®* 

n - 1, whereas for three-phonon umkiapp pro« « «»« » n L, and 

for random s« altering by point defects n 4. One finds that 

for scattering mechanisms where n <3, the main contribution 

to 1 he integral of (1) comes from thermal phonons with fre¬ 

quency “kT/h, and one recover* the Akhieser result. 

When n > 3 one finds that the integrand of Eq. (1) has a 

maximum at a thermal phonon frequency *• considerably 

below kT/h given by * (w) “l» 80 that thermal 

phonons below kT/h contribute most strongly to the attenuation. 

This leads to a different form for the attenuation when 

n >3 which is given by 



él 

«(to ï * 

w (kV(A / 
771 i ¿ I. 
32w f» V| 

X ' r^(ki) 
+ í 

w 

fT(kT) «* 1 

whtr« 
€90 

í (a) * f y4ey(ey-l)”2 tan'1 ( a/y") dy. 

(¿) 

Since we are conaiderlng the region r'T (kT)« 1 we 

may evaluate a) explicitly, 

f (a) = a/6 Ina , n *= 3 
n 

- 1 3/n . . 
= 3 V ■ ” 2 4- 

where a is a numerical constant. These results show that 
°n 

when n > 3 the temperature and frequency dependence of the 

attenuation differ from the Akhieser form. For example for 

random scattering by point defects we find from Eq, ( 2 ) a 

7/4 linear dependence on T and a frequency dependence. 

Point defect scattering is an important process in many materials. 

For example, in Oe it predominates near the thermal conductivity 

maximum, 

We obtained similar results for the longitudinal wave by 

evaluating this collinear process l+l I, and recalling that 
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thia proc«»a ta ftllowacl in aplt« of diaptraloT» dur lo Ihr finite 

lifetime of thermal phonon». Thtie evaluating the coUinear 

procea» we find the attenwatio» to be given by E<q, ( j J with the 

subscript t replaced by the aubacript t ao that r * 1, Thia give« 

the »«me frequency and temperature dependence for both trana- 

verae and longitudinal acouatic attenuation, Alao, although we 

have only obtained explicit reaulta for kT < kO^ we may include 

high temperature» by replacing the upper limit in the integral 

of Eq. { 1 ) by kO^/h, Then we again obtain the Akhieaer rsault 

only for n < 3, whereas for n > 3 the integral of Eq, ( 1 ) must 

be evaluated explicitly for each scattering mechanism. 

B. 2) Effect of Anisotropic Anharmonicity on Ultrasonic 
Attenuation in Insulators 

A classical calculation of the attenuation of longitudinal 

waves due to three-phonon interactions with thermal phonons 

was presented in Quarterly Report No, 4. The results of this 

calculation were not different from those derived in the more 

usual quantum mechanical perturbation treatment. However, 

it appeared that the classical formalism was more easily 

adaptable to the situation where the crystal anharmonicity is 

anisotropic , and a calculation for this case was presented in 

Quarterly Report No, 10. 
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li» prrrl©«* oí lh« ihtory th# p»rim#t#r 

«Npy#aaln§ th# little# »laiirmonlclty hid b##o lah#fi *» * 

l*iii#r»U*#<Í Orwilain cott»ti«»t o# .*#•#•*# of third ©rd#r 

tliatlc cooctiltl* It wa* ahown that th* itliitiiitioit of ior»tl» 

todloal wav«» (and of trartivrr*# wiv** propifitiitf lo certain 

cryatâllof ruphic direction*} i* prltmarlly ém to collinrar Ihr## 

phonon intrractlon» Involving two thermal phonon*, In the range 

of t*mp«rtttirei*( T. for which W'T » 1 >>'I I - A ) w ^ (where 

»'''Zut i* the acooitlc frequency, 7 i* the thermal phonon r*ta*.i- 

tion time and «3' le the ratio of thermal to acouatic phonon 

velocities) these calculations predict an wT** dependence of the 

attenuation. Temperature dependences varying a* T ' ( n > 4} 

are predicted at still lower temperature* where ( I - d ) WT > | 

and the energy uncertainty is not Urge enough to overcome the 

effects of dispersion. The theory has been successful in 

explaining the experimentally observed attenuation in many 

instances. On the other hand, In many other cases (see below) 

theory and experiment are at variance. 

Our calculation showed that when the tensor properties 

of the anharmonicity are Included in the theory, the resulting 

frequency and temperature dependences of attenuation are 

strongly dependent upon the degree of anisotropy of the tensor 



compoiMmt« Thi» typt oí *iii»'Otrop'V ca« »1»«» «**&»* lr» *«>**'d* 

which »r* «U»Ucaily liotroplc in lh* y«u*i {**coi»*l ord*r» 

««•ns# und in Um inirr#*i of brevity w# conaidvr tlh*#* mat«rial# 

iwly. W# #l*o rr•tricl lh* üacuaaioai l« lh* ca*# of loiialtudinal 

w*vr «tlamuatton du# to Interaction* with longitudinal thermal 

phonon#. There are then three Independent ealuea of the third 

order elaatic conctanta . theae may be taken to be C(l|, €,^, 

C , , , 1,, Z, I are a mutually perpendicular »et oí a*#'» and we 

Uke I in* the acouatlc wav* propagation and polar!a,all«« direction, 

The attertiiâtlon per cm la 

r 
«¿h w ui 

whereí v l. the acou.llc wav* velocity t » • coail, wh*:r* « la 

the angle between acouatlc and thermal phonon propagation «Tec 

tlona, *he real, oí the notation I* that oí Ämo«*, In owr formulatiom 

Gi*) r Am *2 ♦ A|1Jt(l .v2) i« 

where I Ain.3Cu4Cni, In the temp- 

eratun range for which WT > I. the bracketed factor in 1¾¾. O) 

may be1 written a* a Unite aerla* in power# of U/tfll* Th* 

1«»,a ding term l# 



This is the only term obtained in the previous formulation-s and 

2 
it should be noted that it is proportional to ^ only, rather 

than an average of several A (This will be true in anisotropic crystals 
ijk 

also ; however. A, á , will then be replaced by a combination 
112 

of several A,., . ) This term gives rise to the temperature 
ijk 

4 
dependences mentioned above, T in the region 

(l+ß)uT »1» (l-ß)uT, and Tn (n > 4) in the region 

( 1 - ß )ojT » 1. The second term in the series is proportional 

to (l/wT) and thus produces a Tn (n > 4) dependence even in 

the aforementioned higher temperature region. Taking 

(1 - ß )wT « 1 « ojT, we find for the second term. 

1/UT[8/3(A1U.A112) +4Alll(A111.A112Kl.log2uT)] 

2 2 
If the third order elastic anisotropy is large, so that A^ ^ 'AH2' 

then the second term will be of equal or greater importance than 

the first in some range of u>T and the resulting temperature de- 

4 
pendence will depart from T . 

The occurrence of large anisotropy may not be unusual. 

We note that for quartz, taking the 1 axis in the x direction, 

12 2 
Aj 1 t = + 0. 459 x 10 dynes/cm , while 

12 
= -3. 38 x 10 
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dynes/cm , The second term is then equal to or larger than the 

first for JT< 40. For u/2tt : 10 Gc/sec and using values of T 

calculated by Maris, we therefore expect n > 4 in the tempera¬ 

ture range 20°K < T < 40°K, the upper limit being set by JT >*. 

Jacobsen's measurements of longitudinal wave attenuation on the 

x-axis of quartz at 9. 4 Gc/sec and 24 Gc/sec exhibit an n - 6 

dependence in this temperature range. 

Pomerantz has compared the absolute value of longitudinal 

wave attenuation with the earlier theory (first term only) using 

values of measured by the coilinear parametric interac- 

2 
tion technique. In those cases for which j ts unusually 

small the measured attenuation was greater than the predicted 

value. This result is expected on the basis of our formulation. 

Finally,we note that for transverse waves propagating on 

even-fold axes the strictly coilinear interaction is forbidden by 

symmetry. That is, the third order elastic constant for these 

processes (A^^ or A^) vanishes identically. However, the 

term in 1/cjT may still be present and must then be compared 

with the Landau-Rumer attenuation. 
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B. 3) Temperature Dependence of Microwave Phonon Attenuation 

There has been relatively little systematic measurement of 

the attenuation of microwave phonons. Such measurements 

are desirable In order to check the theories outlined above, 

and also to perhaps suggest empirical correlations of the pro¬ 

perties of various crystals with the microwave phonon attenuation. 

We have therefore measured the attenuation of longitudinal and 

transverse 9 GHe phonons propagating along various axes of a 

variety of crystals. The work is described in detail in Quarterly 

Reports l, 3, 4 and 9. 

In general, the results may be summarized as follows: 

there appear to be two classes of materials, the "simple" and 

the "complex". The "simple" crystals are elements, e. g., Ge 

and Si, or cubic compounds containing few atoms per unit cell, 

e g. MgO, GaAs. The "complex" crystals are those with many 

atoms per unit cell, e.g., garnets, rutile. Broadly speaking, 

the simple crystals have a rapid temperature dependence of 

attenuation, i. e. , a - Tn where n r 4. The rapid increase of 

attenuation with increasing temperature means that these materials 

have good transmission properties only at low temperatures. The 

complex crystals, on the other hand, tend to have rapid increase 

of attenuation at low temperatures, but at higher temperatures 



n 
the attenuation varies as T where n < 1 phonon echoes 

can be seen at room temperature in these materials. We 

describe these results in greater detail below. 

"Simple" crystals: Typical results of measurements of the 

temperature dependence of the attenuation of 9 Gc/sec phonons 

are shown in Fig. 1. Measurements have been made on crystals 

of quarta, CdS, GaAs, Ge, Si, CaF^, Al^O^ and MgO in several 

directions and modes of polarization. The attenuation in most of 

the materials is proportional to Tn, where the average value of 

n e 4, 1 i 1.2 for the fast transverse waves, 4. 0 ± 1.7 for the 

slow transverse waves, 4,8 ± 1,4 for the longitudinal waves. 

For MgO and A12C>3 the attenuation is proportional to the fre¬ 

quency of the sound between 3 and 9 Gc/sec. An empirical 

correlation of the data is that the attenuation of 9 Gc/sec phonons 

is 3 dB/cm when (T/®)» 0. 1, where O « Debye temperature of 

the crystal. Values of the third order elastic constants were 

used to make absolute comparisons of the theory of attenuation 

by three-phonon processes with the data. The agreement is good 

in some cases but not in others. 

"Complex" crystals: "Complex" crystals, i. e., those 

that contain many atoms per unit cell, seem to have temperature 

dependences of attenuation that are not single powers of the 
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temperature over the entire temperature range from He to 

room temperature. An experimental curve for YALG is shown in 

2 o 
Fig. The attenuation increases oc T between T > 40 K to 

T < 100°K : It Increases more slowly, oc T* , between T > 100 K 

and T < 320'°K. This kind of behavior has been measured by ua 

In rutile (TiOJ, YIG, and YGaIG, The curve for A1?03,included 
m 

among the simple crystals, shows a tendency toward complex 

behavior. The obvious advantage of these materials is that the 

attenuation at room temperature is low enough to permit obser¬ 

vation of phonon echoes. 

The theoretical explanation of the difference between simple 

and complex crystals is not clear at present. According to the 

theory described in Sec. LA, the attenuation depends upon the 

magnitude of UT, where w - circular frequency of the ultrasound 

and T = lifetime of the thermal phonon with which the ultrasound 

interacts. For > 1, i. e. at low temperatures where T is 

large, the attenuation is oc WT4. At high temperatures where T 

is short such that WT « t, a(T) depends upon the temperature 

dependence of T. In general, the attenuation is lower if WT « 1 

than it would be if «T » 1. Thus one expects that as the 

temperature increases the attenuation will cease to increase at 

a high power of T. It seems that the criterion for good ultrasonic 
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transmission in that T should be »mall UT« 1) at as low a 

temperature an possible, There remains the theoretical problem 

of explaining why T becomes smaller at lower temperatures for 

complex crystals than it does for simple crystals. 

B. 4) Attenuation of Higher-than«Thermal*Frequency Ultrasound 

The properties of very high energy tranaverse acoustic 

phonons (hu » k T) have been studied, Such phonons have been 

produced in non-radiative transitions In paramagnetic salts. 

The role of four-phonon processes In the decay of such high 

energy phonons from the lowest (transverse) branch was dis¬ 

cussed, The effects of the quartlc anharmonlc interaction, as 

well as the cubic anharmonlc Interaction calculated In the second 

Born approximation, were Included. The largest four-phonon 

processes were found to be t+1 t+ t and t+ I *—► t+ t, A 

comparison of the four-phonon decay rate with the three-phonon 

decay calculated by Orbach and Vredevoe allowed that both pro¬ 

cesses are very small at low temperatures, whereas at Inter¬ 

mediate temperatures the three- and four-phonon decay rates 

are comparable in magnitude, the four-phonon rate being pro- 

Ü& 5 
portlonal to u T In the high frequency region, l, e. for hu » k^T, 

The relation between the high energy attenuation and prevloua 



r««ulta obtained for low energy (hw « kßT) wae dlecueied. 

See Quart rly Report No, 10 for detalle of thl« work. 

C. Heat Pulaea ln Quarte and Sapphire 

Experiment« were performed on the propagation of heat 

puleeB In «Ingle crystal dielectric material« at temperatures 

sufficiently low that only boundary and "defect" scattering 

should be effective In deflecting the phonon« from direct recti¬ 

linear flow. Such heat pulse experiment» can give more direct 

and unambiguous Information than the usual thermal conductivity 

measurement« on how the thermal phonon« travel aero«« the 

crystal «Ince their trajectories can be resolved both in time 

and in space. The technique I« somewhat similar to pulse 

measurement« of the attenuation of microwave phonon» except that 

the phonons have a much higher frequency, are incoherent, and 

are not monochromatic, Also, the thermal detector is sensitive 

to the arrival of scattered phonon« arriving at various times. 

Both X-cut and Z-cut sample« of natural quarta and synthetic 

sapphire obtained from the Valpey Crystal Co. were investigated. 

They were cylindrical In shape (D * 5/8 In,) with polished end 

faces on which were evaporated thin metallic films to generate 

and detect the heat pulses. The detector was a thin alloyed 



a upe rc on duc. ling film of thicknei» « I 500 A, whose resiatance 

was flennltlve to temperature changea, A 6% Sn-94% In alloy 

waa uaed at 3. 8°K and a 35% Bi-65% Pb alloy at 8. 5°K, Because 

of the circular shape of the detector, the Important phonons were 

those whose net motion lay near a cone centered on the axis of 

the sample, the cone angle (0) being determined by the length 

(L) and diameter (d), where tan 0 « d/2L, The major findings 

for quarta and sapphire for the temperature range 3. 8-8. 5°K 

were that ( 1) approximately t/15 of the heat flux for quarta and 

~ 1/4 for sapphire reached the detector in essentially unin¬ 

terrupted direct rectilinear line-of-sight propagation ; the 

remainder of the heat flux was scattered, the angular and 

temperature dependencies being those characteristic of a small- 

angle scattering process ; (3) the velocities of the unscattered 

heat pulses are not given by the conventional longitudinal and 

transverse sound velocities, but by suitably defined "wave" 

(energy) velocities ; (4) related to this, more than two unscattered 

transverse heat pulses were observed in quarts. This is dis¬ 

cussed in detail in Quarterly Progress Report No, 4, 

The work on heat pulses in sapphire as a function of temp¬ 

erature provided a number of interesting and somewhat unexpected 

results. One major purpose of the experiment was to try to 



obrerve the propagation of heat in the "second sound" mode, 

which has a velocity = velocity of sound/^ . The observed 

onset time of the arriving heat pulses for the longitudinal phonons 

U essentially constant for the temperature range 4-40°K and 

the onset time for arrival the transverse phonons is almost 

constant, increasing by only - 5% over this temperature range. 

As the temperature increases the amplitude of the sharp trans¬ 

verse pulse relative to the longitudinal pulse decreases ; also 

by 1B°K appreciable shonon-phonon scattering is present which 

gives rise to an additional diffuse maximum at times substantially 

later than either the acoustic energy transport time or that 

expected for second sound. From 40OK-54°K, no observable 

heat arrives at the acoustic velocity, but the heat arrives 

Instead by diffusion at a very much later time in agreement 

with thermal conductivity results . Near 4°K a phonon echo is 

observed at three time, the transit time at the transverse 

velocity It appears that second sound does not exist in sapphire. 

A detailed discussion of this work is given elsewhere in this 

report. 

D. Thermal Relaxation Time» of Metal Films on Insulating 

Substrates 

The thermal decay times of thin pure indium, In-Sn and 
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Pb-Bi films on quartz and sapphire substrate a were measured. 

Thermal decay times of the alloy films were measured near 

their superconducting transitlona, i.e., T » 3. 8°K for in-Sn 

and T ~ 8. 5°K for Pb-Bi ; for the pure indium film measure¬ 

ments were made in the range 4-300°K. These times were 

compared with the predictions of two models for the heat loss 

process at low temperatures. The first assumes perfect thermal 

contact between the two materials and corresponds to perfect 

black-body phonon radiation from the film Into the insulator. 

The second, which predicts up to 40% lower rate of heat loss, 

corresponds to an acoustic mismatch model in which the 

reflection of phonons at the Interface is considered. Experi¬ 

mentally, it was found that the results for the Indium and 

indium-tin films approached the predictions for the perfect 

thermal-contact model, while the results for the lead films 

showed a slower rate of heat loss than either model predicts. 

At higher temperatures, the pure Indium films were found 

to thermally relax in qualitative agreement with the thermal 

diffusion theory of heat transport, although there were some 

quantitative discrepancies. The initial part of the thermal 

decay of a 2200 K film on a sapphire substrate was measured 

to be as fast as ~ x 10 ^ sec near 100°K, increasing to about 
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Q 
8x10 sec at room temperature. The decay times were found 

-9 o 
to be longest (up to ~ 30 x 10 sec) below 10 K, where the heat 

transport is predominantly by ballistic phonon flow. The decay 

times for a 2700 J? film on a quartz substrate were found to lie 

between 1 3 to 30 x 10-<* sec in the range of temperatures from 

4° to 300°K. This work is described in detail in Quarterly 

Progress Reports 10 and 11. 

E, Lattice Dynamical Theory of Displacive Ferroelectrics and 
Antifer roelectric s 

Displacive ferroelectricity and anti-ferroelectricity are 

manifestations of anharmonic phonon interactions because in 

a displacive ferro (or antiferro) electric the harmonic restoring 

force for an optical mode vanishes, and it is the anharmonic force 

that stabilizes the structure (in the ferroelectric phase). 

Ferroelectricity! The purpose of our theoretical study was 

to make a detailed derivation of the free energy function from a 

microscopic Hamiltonian describing the lattice dynamics of the 

anharmonic crystal. One obtains in the linear anharmonic 

approximation a free energy F which is a power series in a set 

of microscopic order parameters. The set of microscopic 

order parameters consist of (a) the thermal expectation values 

of the normal coordinates of all the optical branches in the long 

- -■ .««—“•'“’j ..... 
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wavelength limit which determine the change of the equilibrium 

ionic positiona in the ferroelectric transition and (b) the thermal 

expectation values of the normal coordinates of the acoustic 

branch in the long wavelength limit which determines the strain 

tensor. This is a more general free energy power series than 

the phenomenological free energy introduced by Devonshire 

because the latter is expressed in terms of a smaller set of 

order parameters, e g the entire set of optical branch order 

parameters is replaced by the polarization per unit volume. 

However it is shown that when the frequency of the soft optical 

branch (in the long wavelength limit) is much smaller than the 

frequencies of the other optical branches the general free energy 

function reduces to the Devonshire form. The coefficients of 

the free energy function are then explicitly evaluated in terms 

of anharmonic coupling parameters, A complete discussion of 

this work is given in Quarterly Progress Report No. 1 1. 

Antiferroelectriclty: The phenomenological theory of anti- 

ferroelectrics studied by Kittel and Cross describes the anti- 

ferroelectric by a free energy power series in the polarization 

of two sub-lattices. The two sub-lattice theory cannot in general 

give a complete description of the atomic displacement in the 

antiferroelectric transition because the polarization represents 
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only a weighted average of the displacements. We have studied 

a microscopic theory based on lattice dynamics which inherently 

gives a complete description of the atomic displacements in 

the antlferroelectric transition. A free energy power series 

in a complete set of atomic displacements compatible with the 

translation symmetry of the antlferroelectric phase has been 

constructed and the nature of the possible antiferroelctric 

solutions corresponding to minima of the free energy h^s been 

examined. The main conclusions of the theory are (a) the 

wave-vectors of the normal coordinate displacements compatible 

with the translational symmetry of the antiferroelectric phase 

form a finite group and all extrema of the free energy form 

subgroups of it,, (b) There will in general be a net polarization 

in the antiferroelectric phase, except for a few very special 

cases. 

A more detailed preliminary report of this work is included 

in Quarterly Progress Report No. 12. This preliminary version 

contains several errors which will be corrected in a future 

publication. 
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II Phonon Interaction with Paramagnetic Ions 

The interaction of microwave phonons with paramagnetic 

ions can be studied in order to obtain interesting effects on 

phonons traveling through a resonant medium, or to better 

understand the relaxation of the excited spin states to the lattice. 

In the former category we discuss experiments on: {A) the signal 

velocity of the phonons when the spins are in a state of negative 

temperature (inverted population), and (B) the transient operation 

of high gain phonon masers. In the second category are expert- 

ments on (C) spln-lattice relaxation by phonon avalanche, and 

observation of phonons emitted during avalanche relaxation, 

A. Signal Velocity in a Region of Resonant Emission 

Measurements of the velocity of propagation of ultrasonic 

pulses propagating through a maser amplifier were conducted. 

Previously reported measurements and theory showed that the 

signal velocity decreases in the neighborhood of a resonance 

absorption line. In the case of emission, theory also predict, 

a decrease in velocity. The experimental results, however, 

do not agree with that conclusion: no velocity change from the 

"off resonance" value was observed. 

A phonon n>..«.r utill.In, th. Nl*+ AM - Í .pln-r..on.nc. 
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transition in MgO at t. 6°K was used in the experiments. 0.5 psec 

ultrasonic pulses were generated in a quartis transducer bonded 

to the 1. 5 cm MgO crystal. Population inversion was accomplished 

by adiabatic rapid passage through the AM * 1 transitions at 

x-band. 

The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. I, Echo 

patterns are shown for 15 db amplification, for 15 db absorption, 

and for zero interaction (i. e., off resonance). For the amplifica¬ 

tion condition the input was 15 db smaller than for the other two 

conditions in order to avoid saturation of the resonance. If the 

power Is high and saturation is allowed to occur, the amplified 

signal exhibits the well known pulse-sharpening effect. In Fig. I 

the velocity of the amplified pulse is seen to be unchanged from 

the off-resonance value. The attenuated pulse, however, exhibits 

the characteristic velocity decrease (in this case - 15%), 

A{l/v) s ß(ui)/6. (U 

ß(w) is the absorption per cm at the input frequency, w, due to 

the resonance transition centered at Wq, 6 is the half-width at 

half-amplitude due to either homogeneous broadening U/T¿) or 

small (spatial) scale Inhomogeneous broadening. 

This work is described in detail in Quarterly Progress 

Reports l and 3. 



Figur« I Oscilloscope troces showing effect of Ni resonance interaction on 
ultrasonic signal velocity. Time runs from left to right. The first pulse 
It a bond echo and has traveled through the qpartz transducer only. The 
second pulse has made one round trip through the MgO. The time between 
pulses is 2.27*isec. (a) 15-db amplification, ultrasonic frequency on peak 
of Nr*AM » 2 resonance, (b) 15-db attenuation, on resonance, input power 
15 db higher than in (a), (c) Off resonance, input power same as (b). 



B, Tr«n«tently C>per»t«id Acoustic Masers 

Maser amplification at both x-band and Ku-band(see section 

¿+ 2+ 
on signal velocity) frequencies was achieved in Ni and Fe 

doped MgO crystals Several different modes of operation were 

investigated. More recently, this work ha. led to the observation 

of avalanche relaxation In a phonon bottlenecked lattice, and to 

the observation of the phonons generated in the avalanche. 

In the course of the Investigation of 9 Gc/«ec ultrasonic 

amplification following adiabatic rapid passage through the 

AM * 1 spin resonance transitions of Ni and Fe in MgO. 

we observed, under certain conditions described below, large 

gains (. 2d dB In Fe*+ doped crystals) at 1.<>0K due to stimulated 

emission in phonon-photon double quantum transitions between 

the S'il levels. Two-photon stimulated emission has been 
t 

previously proposed as a LASER mechanism and phonon-photon 

double quantum absorption was reported earlier, th nearly 

equally spaced level systems the phonon-photon transition is 

especially favorable compared with the photon-photon case. 

This may be seen from the standard perturbation theory expression 

for the double quantum mstrl* element by noting that for exactly 

equal level .pacings the two term, (which correspond to different 

ordering, of the perturbation.) cancel If both perturbation, are 
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dipolar, but add If one i® dipolar and the other la quadrupoUr. 

The experimental configuration la ahown In Fig. 1, Longl» 

tudlnal ultrasonic waves were generated by the usual method 

Involving a tunable (8. 5 Gc/sec * 9.7 Gc/ see) re-entrant cavity 

and a quart* transducer. The 3 mm diameter quart* bar la bonded 

to a doped MgO crystal which Ilea along the axis of a silver 

coated ceramic cavity operating In the TEoU mode at - 9 Gc/sec. 

The microwave magnetic field, required for passage la 

provided by this cavity. Both cavlttea are driven from magnetron*, 

and HJ fields - 50 Oe are attainable, A aweep field > 300 Oe 

Is provided by colls wound axially on the ceramic cavity and 

driven by a thyratron puiser. The optimum angle of the external 

magnetic field HQ with respect to the crystal-cavity axis Is 45 , 

In order to have a component of perpendicular to HQ and a 

component of the sweep parallel to H^. However, this la also the 

angle for maximum spin-phonon Interaction with the A M - » 

transitions. 

The ultrasonic pulse Is timed to enter the MgO Immediately 

after the sweep ends. For ordinary MASER operation the 

pulse Is also terminated at that time. For the double quantum 

process, however, the ^ pulse is left on, following the sweep, 

for one round trip of the ultrasonics through the MgO as shown 
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram thawing cavity and crystal ammgamen«. 



In Fig, 3, In the pr^ience oí the strong H^ field the ultrasonic 

P'Vtlse then stimulate# double quantum emission in the inverted 

A M * l transition. The propagation time is 2, ¿ u sec in the 

crystals used, the sweep time is - 2p.#ec and, therefore, a 

** i*tee H( pulse is used An observed echo pattern in iron 

doped material I« shown in Fig. V, 

When Is very large the usual perturbation treatment 

of double quantum transitions Is not adequate. By performing 

the calculation in the coordinate ayatutr rotating at angular 

velocity w the effect of H( ta treated exactly, is then 

also transformed to the rotating, frame and introduced a* a 

perturbation The double quantum resonance then appears as 

though It were a first order A hi » 2 transition at frequency 

ll-u , This (• similar to the treatment©! rotary saturation 

or 'double1 irradiation resonance' In S * i/l system*. The 

tt1»«»formation I» Htustrated 'Schematically In Fig, 4, 

The calculated double quantum mat ria element is 

LjW 

wihere the | sign is iahen •«cordlng as tt < « h Hf' * «mi 

H * <»<♦- ♦ wf >' 
e d t 

1 
IJnlilre the ipe rt:urba,tion esípression, M 



Figur* 3 field and microwave pulses, showing relative timing for 
invenían and double <fior.tum amplification. 
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Figur® 5 

2+ 
Oscilloscope traces showing amplification in Fe (upper trace), and 
off resonance echo pattern (lower trace). Pulses having the same 

amplitude in both traces are bond echoes. Only the first MgO echo 
has experienced amplification over its whole propagation path. 
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does not diverge for large Hj. The maximum value of M 

occur s for H. ^ = n/3 ^2 and is equal to ( 3 n/3 /16) Ge. This 
I e 

may be compared with the single quantum AM = 2 transition 

for which = GeS cos SÎ t and the matrix element is l/4 Ge. 
U x 

For the same Ge the double quantum interaction is larger than 

the single quantum. 

Details of this work are in Quarterly Progress Reports l, 

3. 5. 6, 7. 

C. Avalanche Spin Lattice Relaxation 

It was noted in the experiments on maser amplification 

that in the case of Fe2+ the observed ultrasonic gains were 

considerably smaller than predicted theoretically from the known 

absorption magnitudes. A possible explanation for this behavior 

was that the spins were relaxing so rapidly that the ultrasonic 

pulse did not see a fully inverted population over its whole 

propagation path. 

This type of relaxation is expected to occur for spin systems 

which are so strongly coupled to the lattice that the rate of spon¬ 

taneous phonon emission exceeds the rate at which the phonons 

decay to other modes or escape from the crystal. Under such 

conditions the phonon population builds up rapidly by amplified 



spont'.neoui emission. The inverted spin population drops 

suddenly to Eero and a phonon avalanche is formed. 

Experimental measurements on the Ni¿+ system showed 

the presence of avalanche relaxation occurring in about 20 

2+ 
microseconds after inversion. The Fe system, which is 

more strongly coupled to the lattice decayed so fast (estimated 

to be ~ iO”7 seconds) that measurements could not be made on 

the spin system. However, because of this fast decay a large 

phonon flux occurs in the avalanche and these phonons were 

detected at one end of an MgO rod in which the spins on the 

opposite end had been inverted. These results are reported in 

detail elsewhere within this Final Report. 
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Ill, Phonon Interaction with Static Defect« 

Phonon« can be scattered by static defects in the lattice, 

such as dislocations, and dissolved impurities. The scatter¬ 

ing mechanism may be of the mass-defect type. This i» ob¬ 

served in heat pulse transmission in untreated alkali halides. 

Another scattering process, arising from the relaxation of 

electrons bound to donors in semiconductors will also be dis¬ 

cussed below. 

A. Heat Pulses in Alkali Halides at Low Temperatures 

Further studies of the propagation of heat pulses, similar 

to those previously reported for quarts and sapphire, were made 

on several alkali halides. These included NaCl, KC1, KBr, and 

KI. The objective was to determine the nature of the heat-pulse 

propagation in high-purity crystals at temperatures near that at 

which the thermal conductivity is a maximum. It is at such 

temperatures that observation of "second sound" in insulating 

crystalline media, if it occurs, is most likely to be observed. 

Since superconducting film thermal detectors are used, this 

temperature must be compatible with the operating temperature 

of the detector used (approx. 8.0°K). This condition is approx¬ 

imately met by several of the alkali halides. For these experi¬ 

ments, the heat pulses observed for the best NaCl and KC1 
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crystal» were qualitatively similar to those observed for 

quarts, since they showed some sharp structure superposed 

on a broad scattered background. The heat pulses observed 

for the KBr and KI crystals, on the other hand, showed only 

the broadened, scattered type of response, presumably because 

of some type of defect scattering. 

The type of heat pulses observed in NaCl depended 

strongly on the sample preparation. The effects were very 

similar to those observed In measurements of the thermal con¬ 

ductivity, The thermal conductivity was approximately two 

orders of magnitude larger for chlorine-treated crystals grown 

from reagent-grade material than for single crystals obtained 

from Harshaw. This was presumably due to the effects of 

treating NaCl with chlorine in reducing the OH radical impurity 

(or the oxygen bandl. The chlorine-treated crystal exhibited 

•harp heat pulses arriving at times corresponding to the veloc 

Hies for the various polarisations of the acoustic vibrations. 

However only a rather small fraction of the total energy flow 

is apparently by uninterrupted, rectilinear, phonon propagation; 

the remainder of the phonons are scattered by some defect 

mechanism. The reagent grade Harshaw crystal exhibited 

mainly diffusive heat flow* 

'Itl.Hii.U **«*#••.. M|i I" 
.iiÂlIWiM 



Th* velocities of the pulses were in better Agreement 

with the wave (energy) velocities, rather than with the phase 

velocities, as had previously also been found for quarta. 

These wave velocities were estimated by calculating the phase 

velocities from the elastic constants extrapolated to 0°K. The 

wave velocities were then roughly estimated by a graphical 

method from the phase velocities for the special aaimuthal 

angles 4 « 0° and 45°, for which these phase velocities are 

stationary with respect to 4. 

The pulse shape was also examined at 0°K. Although 

the pulses were broader, this could have been caused by the 

slower detector, tn any event, the discrete pulses, arriving 

at the acoustic velocity,were still present and, thus, a con« 

side rabie fraction of the phonons even at this elevated tempera« 

lure do not have their flow effectively interrupted. A sign!ft« 

cant number of phonons must have collided only with large 

scale defects (since such scattering is relatively Independent 

of frequency and hence of temperature) or have suffered only 

collinear or near collinear phonon «phonon normal process 

collisions (since these would not appreciably change the velocity 

of the energy flow). The phonons within the sharp pulses do 

not show any shifts in velocity at all comparable to those pre« 



dieted fer ««cond •etmd, flie »«»tiered b»c%ro\tttd phonon», 

of which there I» » Urge mejority, »Wo did not «how »ny 

'P»:rticdl»r «hêitge* »• the temperature I» releed from ï. * to 

$. ö°K. 

The reevdts for tone*refitted KCi were rather similar 

to those for NaCl, with the background •« alte ring being some¬ 

what greater (Ti*, l<\ relative to the »harp pulses. Only 

trace* of the sharp pulas» were present in Harahaw KCI. Thus, 

the 'defect ecattering, a,ppea'red to be aomewhat larger tor the 

beat KC1 used thaw for the beat 'NaCl, even though the chemical 

purity of the tone-refined KCl ta undoubtedly much greater. 

Calculation» of the energy velocltlea from the known elaatic 

comatanta again gave better agreement with the observed heat- 

pulae velocltiea than did the phaae velocities. 

Crystal a of KJ obtained from Harahaw and of KBr treated 

with bromine gaa we« a'lao tnveatlgated at I, § K. Fhr both 

of these crystals, the acattering wa* ao great that the thermal 

(low waa principally a dilCfeatva owe, with no diecernible »harp 

structure preaent, Ihrtail» of this work are given in the Fifth 

Owarterly sa Report. 
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B. Phonon infraction with Shallow Impuritfa In Go and Si 

Measurements of the attenuation of ^ GHt microw-avc- 

phonons in n-type Cwt* and Si have revealed strong inter action 

of these phonons with the donor», A theory of this interaction 

involving relaxation of electrons among the donor energy level» 

under the influence of the phonon »train agree* well with the 

experiment»,. 'This new mechanism of attenuation may also he 

important in determining thermal phonon mean free path« as 

observed in thermal conduetivity and. thermoelectricity. 

The experiments were measurements of the attenuation 

of ^ GHt ultrasound as a function of temperature. The atten¬ 

uation of the pure modes along the ( 1001 and( 1101 axe* waa 

observed in Ge sample* doped with. Sb. I\ Bi. and As in. con¬ 

centrations between 10** cc and ... and in Si doped with 

P to about * X lO1* cc. Experimental results for the shear 

w ave propagating in the ( 100) direction, of Ge doped with about 

VS ^ 
5 X 10 cc of various donors are given in Pig. I. The 'dashed 

curve is an earlier measurement of the attenuation in pure 'Ge. 

The excess attenuations abose the 'dotted curse are attributed to 

the donors. 'Some notable features of these observations ate : 

\) The temperature dependences of the attenuation are different* 

\ 
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«feptndin* «T«» oí the impurity, 1» Tli* 

l*rgf *t #««•• *ro tor ottroaotiic motftos o*oaf 

•**»*'< ■'tTMiato.itt* 4«p*wd oo ffcy t;W «laattc <co«»tii,»it, c, 

of • »««éf* '»'» moon tK*t c * p%* wlioro p * <lrw*lty %mà 

• wfcloctty of tint mo4*4 :|| Tlw «x«os« ottomntion Ipcrooati 

t» propcirttoM to tin impurity cowormratto«, ami Is *nuit« ïarfo 

foi orérr 10 4l*/<m| for socli Ion coircontrattoos of Importti«« 

<!«•# tina a part par mÜUooK 4| Tin attaaoatloa la «io« to 

mutrAÏ imporitlo«, ataco at tlioso Ion tomporatoroa aa4 con- 

cotttrottoaa tin éottor oloctroaa aro trappo<¿ la localiao«! im- 

parity states. ïlio oxporimoatal roaaït for P 4opo'«l SI Ins 

tito •ifaltlcaat «ïlftoroaco tint tino mode tint safiors ovcoss 

atloaaatioa is tito simar navo nfeoso olastic constant is 

*CnCl2m' **** Ÿ wiodio» nltoso elastic coastaat 

'* 'c44' «aa«octo4 fey tfeo imparitios. tfeo «lepeaáoaco oa 

'tfeo rnoác oï poiaritAtioa iaäicatos tfeat tim wnay-valloy strac- 

taros o-f tfeo coaáactioa feaaès oí Go ami Si aro iavolvo«5 la tfee 

AttoaaAtioa procossos, Particalar sfeoar strains can lift tfeo 

■AeigoaerAcy Of tfeo coaânctioa feani minima; it is only tfeo so 

sfeoAt n*vos tfeat ato attoanato4 fey tfeo imparltioa^ 

1"feo mocfeanism no proposa to ottplaia tfeo so moa sato- 

moats is tfeat tfeo altrasonic strain feMtocos oloctronic volnna- 



tum th« «nergy Wvtl» of lit* R*íâxâIíoâ 

«tt«nu»tton r«»talf* »h«« th« el**tic «w*rgy of * Wdv «loe* 

not. re*|Km<S in»t*nl*»eou«ly to *tre*se* *p|>U«<: to it. A 

colculAttoa oí the rel^xsfctto«. *tteno»tioo «loe to the <èôftors 

gtoe*ï 

o * 
2N.(T)S2 y o 

Sovk'T 

¿t 1 

x+Jr1 
i\\ 

vhere o * t« I* the «Sensítv oí 

eleotroo* le the triplet stete oí the «sonor, » sheer «leíorire.» 

Hon potentiel constent of the hené stroctore, o * eUstt< voestení, 

V « «ooael velocity, « * oltresonic íre«|oevvcy X 2e,T « relexetion 

Hwe for electrons in th« triplet stete, The «Sötte«! corves t« Fl«, t 

ere the theoretice« pre«ätctions oí F«*. OK ^ heckyrcuiawS 

ettennetion oí p«e Ge e«Mte«l ln, Constent «eines oí » more 

chose« In order to tit the «iete et ehont ItV The theory *t«es 

Soo4 e.«reewent nlth the experiments, except et temperetntes 

> 2ô%C» Onr celcwietloes oí ttjtlK honexer, heve not inclnéed 

electronic evvltetion oOt oí the «rowirf stetes en¿ therefore the 

celchleted veines ofr o vlll tend to tse higher thsn the expert* 

:iren*el ones, 

A meesnremont oí the íre^nency «ftepewéence oí * 

indícete« that the etteenetion is lnc:tes*«íihs «ith tfte^ÂWcy et 

W GM ** This s«maests thet the relesAtton process mney he en 
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scattering mecfcnnl*«' for thermal ¡shon«*» 1« the 

llt|ni«l He temperature range. (A thermal phonon with energy 

kT at T * has a frequency of about lOtlt GHa*| t»jiee4% we 

fïné that the thermal phonons mean free paths as mensure* bf 

therm al conductivity an* by the thermoelectric power can he 

explained in detail fey the donor-relaxation theory. 

We haw also observe* attenuation due to acceptors m 

Ge and Si. We are presently trying to relate these measure¬ 

ments to the anomalies in the phonon mean free paths in 

p-type Ge and St that hase been known for some yearn 

Experiments were also, begun to ofeeerw the' Infraction 

of thermal phonons. In the form of heat pulses, with electrical¬ 

ly actise impurities in Ge an*. SL In relatlsely pure 'Ge and 

SI sharp pulses are foe«* when the heat is produced by .joule 

heating. In P doped Ge the pulses seem to be somewhat 

broadened, indicating some scattering by the donors at i,*V 

When the heat is produced by shining a pulsed laser' 

cm the sample surface, there are additional signais detected, 

'There is a signal that arrises essentially stmultnnneenly with 

the application of tie light; this Is probably some Mel of tecum - 

Mmation emission which can traverse the There Is at 



a long tail on th. phonon mod... which ha. a relaxation time of the 

order of ten. of mlcro.econde. Thi. ie pre.omabiy due to the emi.- 

elon of phonon, by electron, during recombination proce..ee. The., 

experiment, have not yet included all the impuritie. and range, of 

temperature* of inte re at. 
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IV. Phonon Interactions with Free Electrons 

The interaction of phonons with electrons arises from the 

potential set up by the phonon strain. This potential can arise 

either from the basic property of a solid that the potential 

depends on the dimensions of the lattice, or, in particular 

crystals, because of the piezoelectricity of the crystal. Our 

work has been mostly with interactions of the former kind, viz. 

deformation-potential coupled interaction, but some work has 

also been done with piezoelectrically coupled interactions in 

GaAs, The coupling of the electrons to the phonons can be 

observed by measuring effects on either the electrons or the 

phonons. 

Phonons propagating through an electron gas tend to carry 

the electrons with them. This creates an electric current, 

known as the acoustoelectric current. We discuss below 

measurements of the acoustoelectric currents produced by 

microwave phonons in GaAs. Because the phonons give energy 

and momentum to the electrons the phonons will be attenuated. 

This is observed in the experiments on GaAs, and also in the 

propagation of heat pulses in Ga metal. If the electron drift 

velocity is increased beyond the velocity of sound, the phonons 

can be amplified, instead of being attenuated, by the interaction 
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with the electron». The amplification of microwave phonon* in 

Ge by this mechanism is described below. The energy absorbed 

by the electrons can cause a change in electrical resistance of 

the material. Experiments to observe microwave phonons by 

this effect are discussed. 

A. Acoustoelectric Effect of Microwave Phonons in Go.As 

The signals consist of a negative pula« as the wave train 

passes contacts in one direction followed t»/ a positive pulse 

which results from the wave train passing the contacts in the 

opposite direction after reflection from the end of the bar. We 

refer to the sum of the measured magnitudes of the negative 

and positive current pulses as I . This pair of electrical 
l^P 

pulses is repeated (with diminishing amplitude) as the wave 

train is successively reflected from the ends of the bar. As 

many as three pairs of pulses have been observed. The spacing 

of the pulses is appropriate to the velocity of a <001 > shear 

wave propagating in the < 110 > direction in GaAs, 

The dependence of the amplitude of the first pair of pulses 

on microwave power (which should be proportional to the acoustic 

power in the GaAs) is shown in Fig. 1. Theory predicts a linear 

dependence of acoustoelectric current on acoustic power until 

e4>0 becomes a substantial fraction of kT. Assuming the crystal 



does not disturb the electric field in the cavity, the maximum 

value of e<t> /k'f at 17°K was about 0. 13, which would not give 
0 

a significant deviation from linearity In practice, the disturb¬ 

ance of the electric field and also the imperfect polishing of the 

crystal would result in a rather smaller value than 0. 1 3, 

The dependence of the amplitude of the pulses on illumina¬ 

tion level is shown in Fig. 2. The results can be explained in 

terms of an increasing electron concentration with illumination 

causing a greater current for a given strain but a greater 

attenuation of the sound. Weinreich has given the relation 

between the acoustoelectric current density (i ) and the 

attenuation constant for the sound due to the electrons (o ) n 

i (x) * (p/v )« Q(x), (l) 
ae s n 

where v is the sound velocity and Q is the acoustic power per 
s 

unit area. Equation ( 1) shows that If the sound is significantly 

attenuated through the crystal l is a function of x. However, 
ae 

in a region of crystal with no contacts the total current must 

be continuous and, in the absence of an applied field, it must 

correspond to some average value of 1^, The electric field 

distribution required to maintain the current constant and the 

deviations from the equilibrium electron concentration (N^) 
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that produce this field would cause a to be a fuaction of x. but this 

effect would be negligible when e*0 « kT.) Writing 0(0) for the 

Incident acoustic power, «L as the attenuation constant due to the 

lattice, and n = 0N , Eq. (l) becomes 
n u 

i f x) --Q(0) exp| -(0N ♦ a. ) n]. 
ae V u 

s 

By differentiating with respect to one finds that the electron 

concentration for maximum current at a distance x is given by 

N0 * (0x)1 2 , 

x is about 0.« cm for the first pair of pulses and effectively about 

2.8 cm for the second pair. Therefore the light intensity (or N^) 

for maximum current is higher tor the first pair than tor the second. 

This calculation also indicates that the attenuation due to the 

electrons at the light intensity tor maximum current in toe first pair 

of pulses is about 4 dB/cm. This value can be compared with toe 

value calculated from the measured current using the equation (l), 

which Is about 0. I? dB cm. The value of Q(0) * 740 watts/meter2 

w«» obuin^l by *« »»rojdn,*» c«U*U«io* wd «.* mobility « Ï0 K 

» b. 0 5 V *oc Ibero i» » order of me«- 

nltode discrepancy between these two determl ^ 
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be in p*rl to an o\>f rosnrrato of bocauso of Iho wunoof“ 

tainty of tbo fio Id confi)S.«ration iw t'ho -cavity with the satrpio it it ar><5 

the loss ot aco«*tic powor <3wo tx> aoattorinp front watt ria, moar tho 

awrfaoo that was danta^od by tho outtinji of tho santpîo Î1 is oM>oot> d 

that this di so ropa noy can bo rodwood by improved «ampio préparation 

In view of tho uncertainties in the values of <5(0), u and i^, xve 

consider the agreement to be reasonable 

The ton-iperatwre dependence of the peak to peak current of the 

first pair of pulsos at constant illumination is shown in Figure 5. The 

interpretation of this curve is difficult at present owiny to the uncertainty 

in the temperature variation of some of the parameters, but It can be 

given in general terms 

Region 1 (below IS^R) In this temperature range, the concen¬ 

tration and mobility of the electrons is falling drastically with tem¬ 

perature as shown by photoconductivity measurements The electrons 

are apparently falling into donor states 

Region 2 (IS0K to iii°K} The remarkably constant current in 

this range presumably results from a balance between e*^ kT de¬ 

creasing with Increasing temperature and the mobility increasing. 

Region S (above The decrease In current is caused 

largely by an increase in due to the attenuation of the sound by 

2 
thermal phonons 

This work was done in collaboration with J, R, A* Beale, 
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they travel In two directions before a phonon echo is observed, A 

traveling wave interaction will be most effective if the electrons and 

phonons travel in the same direction, hence the electric pulse is applied 

either during the time the phonons are propagating away from the trans¬ 

ducer or when they are returning to the transducer. The relative di¬ 

rection of the electrons can be changed by reversing the polarity of the 

pulse 

In exposure (a) of Fig. 1 is seen the phonon echo in the absence of 

electronic current. In (b) a pulsed current in which the electron drift 

velocity is about twice the phonon velocity is applied such that the elec¬ 

trons flow in the same direction as the phonons. An acoustic power 

gain of 20 db is observed. The electric field pulse acts to both liberate 

electrons by impact ionisation of the donorairnTto impart a drift ve¬ 

locity to the electrons. In (c) the direction of the current is reversed, 

and the phonons are attenuated into the noise. In (d) the current pulse 

is advanced in time so that the current is now applied when the phonons 

are propagating away from the transducer. The positive current pulse 

now means that the electrons are flowing opposite to the phonon direction 

attenuation is observed. In (e) the negative pulse now produces gain. 

The gain in (e) is less than that in (b) because the current produces 

some lingering lossiness (probably heating and thermal ionieatlon which 
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attenuates the phonons during their return trip. These pictures show 

that the phonon power depends on the electron direction and velocity as 

expected for a traveling wave interaction. 

Precise comparison of these experimental results with the theory, 

Eq. (1), is difficult because of experimental uncertainties about the area 

of the sample and the number of carriers present. The influence of 

Impact ionisation and the effect of the magnetic field (needed for the 

transducer) are not yet completely understood. It seems clear, however, 

that the observed amplification is less, by at least an order of magnitude, 

than the value predicted by Eq. (2). A suggested cause of this discrep¬ 

ancy is a breakdown of the assumption that the electronic properties 

are not affected by the applied electric field. It is known that the elec¬ 

trons can be "heated" by the electric field and that this heating changes 

the electronic transport properties. This possibility has been examined 

in more detail by Conwell, who estimated that the amplification may be 

reduced by a factor of order 50 by hot electron effects. The experi¬ 

mental results are in order of magnitude agreement with these estimates. 

See Quarterly Progress Reports I and 5 for more details of this 

work. 

C. Heat Pulses in Metals 

An investigation of heat pulses in single crystal metals and 



semi-metals has also been made. The initial experiment on 

a poly crystalline tin sample showed that the electrons rather 

than the lattice were the principal heat carriers. The experi¬ 

mental arrangement was similar to that uced for the heat pulse 

study in dielectric crystals. 

The main purpose of this type of measurement was an 

attempt to measure the electron Fermi velocity directly. Single 

crystal tin, antimony, b* > rmth, aluminum and gallium crystals 

were investigated. Of these^only gallium was pure enough to 

have a noticeable temperature dependence in the shape of the 

detected pulse, i. e. a temperature dependent electron mean 

free path. In the other crystals the electrons are scattered 

frequently by impurities ; we observed temperature independent 

diffusive heat arrival. We shall confine our discussion now to 

the work on Ga, which is more interesting. 

The superconducting detector used in the experiments was 

different from the previous ones in that it was sensitive in the 

range 1.8-4. 2°K. This made it possible to measure the temp¬ 

erature dependence without the use of a magnetic field to bias 

the superconductor. 

The onset time, or the earliest time for which the heat 

pulse can be observed, was determined by those electrons 



which travel with the least scattering. For the case where the 

electron mean free path is comparable to the sample dimension, 

the onset time represents that time required for ballistic electron 

flow at the Fermi velocity. However, the observed electron 

mean free paths were much shorter than the sample dimensions, 

resulting in diffusive heat flow. The toaximum velocity that 

could be inferred from the data was v^ > 4 x 10 cm/sec. It 

is probable that there was still electron>phonon scattering 

(assuming impurity scattering can be neglected here) and that 

at lower temperatures the electron mean free path would be 

longer, which would reveal a yet greater Fermi velocity. 

It was possible to obtain information about the electron mean 

free path, \ from the rate at which the heat pulse rises. For 

thermal diffusion, if a & function of heat is applied at a surface 

at x * 0, the temperature T at a surface at a distance x at time 

t is approximately 

_ I -x2/4Kt 
T oc —“ e 

nC 

1 
where K * diffustvity « - v^ A , Values of v^A were derived 

from the data by measuring the time t in which T/T , * ¢, 1, 
'Will'll 

We found that A fa proportional 'to T* ^ \ Theory predict* 

that the mean free path for eiectron*phomon collisions varie* *• 



Details of Iki* work »re give» im tae Oa*rterly Progress 

Reports 6 smd 12. 

D. Detection of Microwiive Pkonoms Using Thin Pitan Bolometers 

klicrow*' c phonon echoes *t 2 <JlH* h«ve been observed 

using thin film detector* for both x-cot snd AC <ju»rt>. The 

echoes were observed with In^Sn detectors simitar to those 

used for the detection of best (mises in tae rsnge I, 4* 5., ®°lt, 

Trsnsverse phono#,* in AC gusrta w-ere observed using, psre 

indium films ss 'detectors up 'to ** »2^. Throngh'out tais temp*- 

er stare rsnge certain snomslies were 'Observed in the echo 

pattern. 

Because bolometers are detectors 'Of energy it was expected 

that they would measure tae rate of energy loss by the micro- 

wave (fhonorn:.. The bolometer situais, however, were no 

observed to decresse exponentially ; they had an irregular 

modnlation on, a generallt 'decreaslni psttern, 'The reasons 

■for tai* behavior are not, understood as 'yet,, Another snexptained 

Observation Is tae large maguitade of tae atte^nwatton. of energy 

In the 'film. The 'Observed attansatton is of the order of > Id* db,/'cm. 

The theory of ultrasonic attniiestten in a free-electrón model fPippard» 



projets orátT oí «TiÄgnitsHle lomeT »ttftmfefctio*, TKj* ^iscr^i^wiv 

tr*y »riso frown woploot by Hw iboory Of import*«« proportto* of 

tho ro*l wno't*!,» 



CONCLUSIONS 

J** 
'<rf rritoAt**»*. *f Ä 

■»**'»♦ •!»«»•» 1» i* •gw««««*, wiA Hw'ft'W'tiC'iii tïlikJÉÎIiil««»»* oï‘ 

«hmImicIi» "*» » fimi«»»» "lÉHIiDfe* 'Ir;, H»» 

«um «rf Fe üimiteir •cmàé mu Ii* 

'4m m> • »««¡li Hi«*** *»»lÂiic**r !lifn'*' 

^ J4 
'«MNAMÉt* 1i4W41W1,i* 14 F« ' iMmanicm« 

<«♦«*«* '4*-l«cf*Ni »I «im tmA *â ». 1„ Í «*» *» *èé*à» ibc' 

«pM wf :re 'IwwrtiHl '«m «ff»««««*' «a»*, 1 «%» fewirf fh« l:riwi:«^ 

wr**' fèmmm «Ma#r«i yMrHkmniwil»’ i» il»* wulmicl«*,. TW**' "'Wâ' 

fAwMa* im»4** *w*Mia4Klif 4*c«n" 'lif '«fl» *«Ml»rtait Mi 11* 'rri«4*», 

W*** imli*«*"* hmm- 'W** 'éfemnmi fait ^laiiri* cwaiml f» 

fW ^m^rrnm^ n**«* «-wV. mmé tr*»i*Hr*;r** 

'a»i»4»''». ii'r* 4hiWV*MMIfe' aa|k l*»' w '»lifc ta» 

4k*' mtih'iÉ 4a*»*» 'Sw»»* ■»«•iirrlm, fai ipir*'**** «aii 'll»* ImnéI fr'a»4i«*. 

I*»**! iAw#i» fratiMh: 'lMk¡IM«lf< m '4i.ilai«l'«*k lk*r f» * «**MiaMi*«iB mn«««*. 

AllMJlWi11 «V 4»* I» *11 W 4tf»**H^v. TW iffWM, «Ml 

f*** 'fM4t <4'1c4Ii4I*4 trmm 4« W« fmÊmt '«an* I* i* f«*l 

'«44« 4* #»*«*• *'l ¢441-414¾ ar***, *W% l|«4t„ fc '4i*R •• 'C'—lii 

'«mnimI a« '•»«« *• '(p—riÉ '* '|ii*iai«iiiiii<"—t »* 1444-41(4 *<■« 'i»«« 

mMk*rr*4 fat MNpfiatr*.. 

'V'*' W**" '«Aw*'r«*4 rcfei«»** «il; %, 4 'tem* **il**i, Mi* 



fàltr î* 'Hw »«d »Íigltóx W^riOíÂèíKr''«-*^ 

Tb* «NclW fÂ^rts ïs mü'i^ÊLiSmêbs ií-íWiIfíiliit mã i»W|ÄI*% 

ää Ikty*’ 'tfWu'WtefctWfc. 1«» !Hii« ’fftw»****. -í«»ifà|(<i»TWt!MÂ 

'Hiesw 'MA 'ÄjijW'fcr «»t*#»! fer Hit hVWilHi '&** •¿«♦‘tw»** 

titsti H# •* % H** t*dhH %**"Ihéhh*, 
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